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Prices

COTLOOK INDICES
31-Jan
US cents per lb CFR main Far Eastern ports
The market has been absorbing
yesterday’s triple-digit fall in ICE
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futures, and New York’s continued
Indian medium grade
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downward trajectory in early trading
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the sidelines in hope of a more stable
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price appearance. The drop was
Burkina Faso RUDY
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attributed by observers to various
factors including persistent fears regarding the spread of coronavirus, as well as
anticipation in some market circles that US sales to China were going to be much
heavier than those registered in yesterday’s report (in the event the net addition to
current season Chinese commitments was considerable, at almost 110,000 running
bales, but ostensibly failed to meet some expectations).
Pockets of demand have been evident from those consuming markets in need of
cover, for cotton available nearby. Enquiry continues to be directed mainly towards
lower grade lots and ‘recaps’, on price considerations. Bangladesh has bought some
Brazilian lint. African Franc Zone cotton also found buyers. Sporadic demand has
been witnessed from Indonesia, but generally Far Eastern markets have remained
very quiet.
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So far today the active contracts have fallen in value. By 19.15 IST, February had last
traded at ₹19,400 per bale (₹40,583 per candy), ₹80 lower than at last night’s close.
Seed cotton arrivals
Today’s private estimate of arrivals is 232,000 lint equivalent bales, including 58,000
from Maharashtra, 51,000 from Gujarat, and 50,000 from Telangana.

Pakistan
Domestic cotton rates weaker
Bearish conditions have prevailed in the local cotton market. Recent weakness in
New York futures, together with very subdued mill buying interest have added some
downward pressure on prices. However, those ginners carrying desirable better
grade stocks have resisted weaker prices, whereas those carrying lower quality lots
have been keen to liquidate their stocks.
Most of the limited business for Sindh and Punjab cotton has been reported
around Rs. 8,300/9,200 per maund (roughly 65.00/72.15 US cents per lb), ex-gin,
depending on quality.

Turkey: December raw cotton imports

tonnes

Raw cotton imports in December amounted to 86,669 tonnes, the highest monthly
total of the season so far. The figure is far above the 26,053 tonnes recorded in
December 2018, at which point import volumes were still depressed by the effects of
the financial crisis that beset the country during the second half of that year.
The cumulative total for the first five months of the marketing year amounts to
377,444 tonnes, versus 204,351 tonnes during the
Turkish raw cotton
same period a year earlier.
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